
The application of liquid aqueous Urea Solution (AUS) as reductant in SCR exhaust aftertreatment  

systems is now a commonly accepted industry standard. Unfortunately less acceptable are the 

associaated difficulties caused by incomplete decomposition of the liquid resulting in solid deposits 

accumulation in the downstream exhaust pipe dosing components and the SCR itself. 

In supporting the design and understanding of how to improve design to avoid these deposits in real 

working engine applications, the use of numerical simulation methods, namely multi-dimensional 

computational fluid dynamics, has also become common place but unfortunately less commonly 

successful. 

As in all forms of  simulation, the results are highly sensitive to the chosen boundary conditions, sub-

modelling and numerous numerical aspects. This is especially true in the case of liquid spray AUS in 

exhaust system, where in particular the dominant physical mechanism is the heat transfer exchange 

of liquid spray at wall boundary surfaces.  This key aspect is generally over-simplified within industrial 

grade CFD simulation studies, in favour of generating pictures which give the appearance of 

something but which is not bringing the needed information to solve problems on actual hardware. 

(Incidentally this criticism could be made against much application of CFD within industry). 

In the present work, the authors focus is to approach the simulation from the viewpoint of the 

engine ATS dosing system design engineer where the objective is to avoid the formation of liquid 

films at the walls because these are undeniably the basis of deposits problems. 

From experiment it is known that avoiding film formation requires to maintain wall temperature 

significantly hotter (>>100deg) above liquid boiling temperature, namely above 240deg.C. 

This means that spray wall interaction occurs within the upper temperature range of transition 

boiling until Leidenfrost regime. In this regime the wall surfaces are not wetted (consistent with the 

design objective of maintain dry walls). This means that simulation methods should be adopted 

which can bring the needed wall heat transfer modelling in this dry regime. 

In the present work it is avoided to expend simulation effort on liquid films, but rather to focus on 

the necessary elements to capture spray wall heat transfer in the dry wall regime pertinent to 

searching for design improvements of value to the engine designer. 

A novel simplified approach to capture of spray wall heat transfer is applied which yields quantifiable 

results to rank alternative designs according to deposits risk. The simulation method is quasi-steady 

but maintains to capture the essential features of spray wall transition boiling heat transfer in 

combination with conjugate solid-gas wall interface heat transfer. 

 


